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Historical Notes 
• F-Secure (Data Fellows) has been in the anti-malware 

business since 1990-s. Key paradigms: end-point security, 
on-access file scanning, and frequent AV database updates. 

• Analysis and databases going to the backend: Object 
Reputation Service Platform (ORSP), 2008. 
"F-Secure launched its real-time protection network in Sept. 2008. It is 
an implementation of the in-the-cloud reputation service, combining 
local analysis of program behavior with the use of a real-time 
protection network, bringing instant reaction times and global 
protection against new threats. This is important in today's 
dramatically changed threat situation where the Internet is facing a 
deluge of new malware and variants that make traditional heuristics or 
signature-based solutions just too inefficient and slow." 

• Security services via the cloud, privacy focus: Freedome and 
scanning in the cloud (ScanBox), 2013-2014. 
“The cloud computing paradigm naturally enables hosting security 
services in the cloud with the benefits of elasticity, higher 
independence of the execution environment, and greater freedom in 
the placement.” 
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Landscape 2015 and beyond 

Threats are only getting worse 
• Existing threats will not disappear 
• Growing concerns: Malwertizing, click fraud, scams, targeted attacks, 

emerging markets as source, cloud ransom, remote exploits, … 

Consumerization 
• Sandboxed OS environments 
• Not just Windows any more (diversity and complexity) 

Post-Snowden World 
• Privacy concerns 
• Quality of protection and privacy are often hard to reconcile 
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Traditional Endpoint Security Architecture 
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Why “Security Services via the Cloud” 
• Growing number of popular platforms, high diversity and 

technical limitations of those for antimalware protection 

• Purely on-device protection mechanisms are inadequate 
for solving today’s security and privacy problems: 
malicious objects and content, on-line tracking and 
profiling, compromised public Wi-Fi networks, … 

• Traffic analysis-based protection 

• Typical benefits of operating in the cloud 
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Security from the Cloud 

• Lightweight clients 
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F-Secure Freedome and Security Cloud 
• F-Secure Freedome – a realization of the “Secure 

Intermediary” concept to offer the users security and 
online anonymity with a unique combination of 
protecting connections & browsing and guarding from 
tracking, profiling, and malware. 

• F-Secure Security Cloud – a unified platform for anti-
malware and content filtering services, communicating 
with our Security Labs backends. 
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F-Secure’s Topics in CloSe 
• Privacy protection, preventing tracking, leaking of sensitive data and PII: 

tracking without cookies (e.g., with pixel gifs in HTTP), tracking outside HTTP (e.g., mobile apps 
built-in tracking), … 

• Data mining and analysis of the traffic going through “Secure Intermediary” 
Traffic analysis-based protection, detecting malicious traffic in the presence of encryption, … 

• Detecting malicious and unwanted APK’s 
• Protecting while respecting privacy of user data, queries, actions, … 

Simple and interactive privacy-preserving cloud lookups 
• P2P and public C&C (such as Twitter) botnet detection, detection of covert 

control channels (APT C&C) 
• Service scalability and performance: supporting huge numbers of  

simultaneous connections in cost-efficient ways 
• Detecting and limiting VPN connection abuse. 
• Traffic compression, (lossy) compression of payload (HTTP), e.g., for limited 

data plans on mobile or really poor connections 
• Detecting man-in-the-middle attacks 
• Application and Access Point reputation (for proxy/DNS use cases) 
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Freedome Developments 
• Since July 2014, the number of installations on Android 

and iOS went up from 0.5M to around 2M. No any major 
availability and functionality issues in the servers. 

• Deployment automation: in spring 2014, it took days to 
add a new location, now it's a matter of a few hours. 

• Serious effort on the service abuse prevention, in 
particular, Torrent-like activities. 

• Developed improvements to OpenVPN to address such 
issues as switching between WiFi and mobile data. 
(contributed to the OpenVPN codebase) 
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EXTREMELY FAST GROWTH AND 
EXCELLENT CUSTOMER SATISFACTION 

• Downloads have been constantly growing, 
there are over 2M people who have 
downloaded  
• 2014 started from 0 

• Platform support has increased  
• 2014 started with Android, now: Android, 

iOS, Windows, Mac OSX (beta)  
• Number of virtual locations has increased  

• 2014 started with 4, now about 20  
• Hosting platform has been scaled from few 

servers to hundreds of servers  
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Freedome “CloSe” Environment 
• Technically ready, the legal side has been worked out. 

• The server has been moved to the EU, as requested by 
the legal. 

• Enabling data collecting and transferring to FSC for 
analysis has been planned. (TBI) 

• At the moment, we have the “CloSe” client only for 
Android, the Windows version is in the plans. 
(a major challenge there is how to manage the "community") 
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Security Cloud: Adaptive Cloud Lookups 
• Detecting malware via communication between a (lean) 

client and a (smart) server. Sort of “remote scanning”, 
XML-RPC as the communication mechanism. 

• Analysis is in the cloud, triggered by new app installation 
notifications or user requests. 

• The scanning logic is on the server and adaptive. The 
client has a set of routines to execute commands from the 
server. Can be extended as appropriate by new  
components distributed from the server. 

• File upload as a last resort. The user always can reject 
uploading requests. 

• Challenges of minimizing latency and amount of traffic. 
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APK Analysis 
• Decent training set: ~ 60K malicious and ~ 60K clean 

samples, collected up to October 2014. 

• Modified NB classifier, good cross-validation results. 

• Positive decisions on a set of new samples were verified 
via VirusTotal with conservative heuristic logic. 
VT-side available metadata (number of detections, number of submissions, 
time when an object was seen first time, …) and FSC-side metadata (object’s 
prevalence). 

• FP rate is estimated as close to 20%. 

• To address the high FP issue: split the features into 
natural groups, build separate classifiers, combine via an 
SVM, add “expert rules”. In recent tests, the FPR is ~ 4%. 
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Anti-Tracking Work 
• Blocking tracking domains, scripts and cookies from 

affecting the user and harvesting personal information. 

• Initial stage: manual analysis and generation of rules for 
identifying URLs that push tracking components to the 
user’s machine. 

• Patas, F-Secure's metadata crawler, is used for extracting 
features from URL’s and scripts hosted by those. 

• Over 30 SMA rules have been generated and carefully 
tested by the Security Labs analysts. 

• Next stage: automation and handling “hard cases”. 
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Near-Future Plans in CloSe 
• Go live with the Freedome CloSe version 

• Analyzing traffic from the Freedome CloSe server 

• Experimenting with Freedome load testing 

• Improving the APK classifiers, working out production use 
cases 

• Experimenting with private membership testing for user 
queries 

• More advanced anti-tracking methods 
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